Presenting!
The first penultimate (n-1, #1) Drone1 presentation of the
Spring Semester 2018!
In this next exciting installment of our award winning blockbuster
presentation series ‘The Drones Club’2 3

We present4 to you

Naomi Berman5 who will present a cosy little chat entitled ‘Zones of
proximal comfort? A critical examination of informal learning spaces’6,
and
7
Chihiro Tsukada who, potentially very confusingly, will use words8 to
ask ‘are words worth believing?’ (or so he says). We expect lively,
intimate and multilayered confusion which we will salve liberally over
the aching cores of our wounded souls9. Or something like that.

Attendance is optional, so anyone10 interested11 is welcome to opt in.
Please note that presentations will be presented by the presenters, but that anyone present
will presently be welcome and encouraged to present their opinions and ask questions.12.

Presentation Time: 5:15pm Thursday 28th June
1

Place: 6:501

‘Drone’. Adjective. A largely meaningless word used to indicate that the speaker has no intention
of giving up the floor or letting anyone else get a word in, even edgeways.
2
Winner of the Drones Club Annual Gold Prize for being a series of Drone Presentations.
3
The Drones Club is a loose affiliation of millionaires and billions and people who like to share
their research in an informal atmosphere.
4
This month with landmark, groundbreaking, quantities of the word ‘present’! Entirely free!
5
Of the English Literature Department, and Director of the Naomi Berman Research Institute.
6
Most definitely not ‘drones of proximal comfort’ even though that does sound quite fun.
7
Of the English Literature Department: scholar, writer, and genuinely larger-than-life person.
8
a.k.a ‘present’.
9
Believe that if you dare! Understand it if you must! But ignore it as your best option.
10
Not literally ‘anyone’, there are limits, but we are pretty flexible.
11
By now most people will have given up on reading the silly footnotes or the ubiquitously repeated
‘present’, so for all you dedicated souls still with me, here is a little ditty to cheer you up:
My brain is full of little bits / That do not fit together / So I sit out in the rain and sun / And blame it
on the weather. Feel better now?
12
And give presents. Mine’s a pint of Prosecco and a bowl of mixed olives, please.

